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The magazine of Potters Bar United Reformed Church

Hopefully we may be doing this
before the summer is over.
We wish everyone a happy time
- keep safe and well.
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“Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever
is lovely, whatever is admirable – if anything is excellent or praiseworthy – think about such things.
Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me – put it into practice. And
the God of peace will be with you”.
Philippians 4 v 8-9 NIV
At the end of January my son, who lives on Hong Kong island, told me of the impact Coronavirus
COVID-19 was having on his life. He was able to leave and came to England at the beginning of
February, but as he developed a sore throat, he decided to have minimal people contact and we
were unable to see him until, for work purposes, he had to go to Los Angeles. He stayed there before
returning to Hong Kong at the beginning of March. Then his company imposed homeworking and
banned all travel. He advised me that he thought the virus would be in England very soon, if not already
present, but I could not really grasp the fact at first. Then lockdown on 23rd March and our surreal
lives began. Now fourteen weeks later and as restrictions are loosening we wonder how different life
will be for us now and in the future.
How have we coped? Paul wrote the above words to the Philippians from prison and one of the
purposes of his letter was to encourage them to rejoice regardless of circumstances. Not always easy.
Routine, exercise and lots of phone calls, Skype and Facetime to family and friends I have found to
be of great help. I love to read so sitting in the garden in this beautiful weather has been great as
well as doing an online course about large country houses. Trying to focus on my blessings rather
than worrying about what is out of my control, taking one day at a time and not letting my mind dwell
too much on the news.
Churches are now, where it is safely possible, opening up for private prayer, ours is doing this on a
Thursday. The Nursery School is about to reopen with reduced hours and fewer children. As yet we
do not know when services will restart, but we do know that, with the psalmist we can say that we
depend on God alone and put our hope in him.
Paul finishes his letter “The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit”

										Janet Green
								 on behalf of the Elders
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Music Recital - 3rd July
We are delighted to invite you to our third Zoom Lunchtime Recital on Friday 3rd July at 12.30. We’ll
open at 12.20 for chat.
To join us, please click on
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81839624633?pwd=QktrZUlXd2xBVndxRjRrM25iMjIyQT09
Meeting ID: 818 3962 4633
Password: 552435
You will come in to the Zoom recital with microphones muted and I’ll mute everybody at 12.29 so
Stephen can introduce himself and start the recital. Please keep your microphones muted until the
end of the recital.
Stephen has opted to be a “man of mystery”. He’s admitted that he’s going to be playing his harpsicord,
but not yet given details of the programme. If I get them, I’ll forward them to you all.
I know Stephen is very engaged with online tuition of his music students and this is more time
consuming than face to face work. So he’s not just sitting there with his feet up!
Looking forward to seeing you all.
										Robert Hillyard
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Church Family
Although we haven’t been able to meet for the Knit & Natter
Group, I was very impressed when Marian sent me this picture of
what she has achieved during lockdown - two blankets and two
children’s jumpers. They look lovely. It makes my contribution
seem very meagre which amounts to two strips of 2 metres in
readiness for a blanket. A painful thumb is my excuse having not
knitted for many years.
Marian had a foot operation some weeks ago, so she has been
really stuck indoors not being able to drive. She is well on the
road to recovery now and we send her our love.

Dear Members and Friends,
It was decided by the Elders that given the advice that churches can now
be opened for private prayer
we will now open the church on one day a week on Thursdays.
This will commence on Thursday 25th June 10.30 am to 3 pm.
Two Elders will be on duty to welcome you and any visitors,
Hand sanitisers will be available for your use, We will only be using the choir stalls initially
with social distancing in place. This is to minimise the amount of cleaning.

David Ramsay (CS)

We were very pleased to hear
that John has at last got a
date for his hernia operation
which is now 8th July - fingers
crossed !!
We’ll be thinking of you John
and hope it is successful.
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Anna Le Hair - Piano Recital
We were so pleased to have Anna back with us (digitally) for another lunchtime piano recital on
5th May. Anna was playing in her studio on her grand with her husband Edmund acting as sound
engineer – many thanks! We couldn’t see the lovely garden outside (curtains drawn to avoid backlight
problems), but from Friday’s “tester” session, I can tell you it was charming!
Stephen Jones introduced Anna and following a brief muting glitch all went to plan.
Anna gave us a short introduction to each piece. Her Programme was:
Bach - Prelude and Fugue in B flat major from Book1
Beethoven - Adagio Cantabile from Sonata in C minor op. 13
Rachmaninov - Prelude in E flat major
Tschaikovsky - June from ‘The Seasons’
MacDowell - To a wild rose
Grieg - Wedding Day at Troldhaugen
It was a lovely programme, much enjoyed by all of us. If you missed it or would like to hear it again
it’s on our website at https://pottersbarurc.org/latest-news-2-2/

Take Heart !
Sometimes life drifts slow and steady
Undemanding, all arranged,
Then we turn - and life’s off schedule
In an instant all is changed.
Now we walk with steps uncertain,
Simple things seem hard to do,
Shadows loom to hide the future,
Every day brings challenge new.

Now’s the time to gather courage
Take a breath, let trust begin,
Help will come from those around us
Strength will come from deep within
None of us are left unaided
Though we falter, none need fall,
Even though we may not know them
Angels walk beside us all.
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24th May - Zoom Service
It was another good day with 30 “log ins” - church members and friends from near and far.
Anne Walton led this Service again and her Theme for Ascension Sunday was “Goodbyes and New
Beginnings” - for the Disciples and for us. Lots to be joyful for and tell people about.
We had hoped to have Revd Kenneth Bamuleke from Ugnda giving us the prayers, but he could not
get internet access and so Tony Corfe read his prayers for him.

A rare picture of Margaret & Robert Hillyard

A changed Albert - with beard !

Senior Moments !
Sir Thomas Beechham (1879-1961) the founder of the London Philharmonic Orchestra, once ran
into a distinguished looking lady in the lobby of a hotel. Although he could not remember her name,
he thought he knew her. When he engaged her in conversation, he vaguely recollected that she
had a brother. Hoping for any clue to her identity, he asked her how her brother was and was he still
working at the same job.”Oh he’s very well,” said Princess Mary about George VI, “and still King.”
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Another Puzzle to keep you busy
All of the clues below need completing. You need to fill in
the blanks... examples are in the first two below. Answers
will be in the next Magazine. Good luck!

1. There are 7 D in a W (7 days in a week)
2. There are 60 M in an H (60 minutes in an hour)
3. 2 H make a W
4. There are 2 S to every A
5. There are 90 D in a R A
6. You have 5 T on each of your F
7. There are 6 F on a C
8. There were 6 W of H the E
9. There are 11 P in a F T
10. There are 13 in a B D
11. There are 7 W of the W
12. There are 193 F M of the U N
13. There are 7 C of the R
14. 7 B for 7 B
15. There are 7 H P B by J K R
16. There are 7 S on a F P P
17. There are 30 D in the M of J
18. There are 8 L on a S
19. A C is said to have 9 L
20. There are 9 P in the S S
21. There are 10 MM in a C
22. There are 5 R on the O F
23. There are 124 P A in the UK
24 There are 10 Y in a D
25. There are 366 D in a L Y
26. There are 5 S on a P
27. 16 is F S
28. There are 12 S of the Z
29. There are 13 C in a S
30. M E IS 8848 M H
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31st May Zoom Service
We welcomed Tony back to his second Zoom Service with us. He chatted about Lockdown, with the
inevitable (golfing) joke. Loved it!
It being Pentecost, the reading and the Sermon dealt with the coming of the Holy Spirit – something
Tony felt was as true for us today as for the disciples at that time. Tony is involved with education
and a care home charity. He highlighted some inequalities and encouraged us to do what we can to
help address failings or gaps in provision – covid-19 testing in a care home being an example of a
successful intervention.
We welcomed two newcomers to our Service and the Chat session – Nkosingibhile Dlamini, who
we met some years ago when he visited Tony Corfe and Potters Bar for a Scout Jamboree and
Kate Arnold a former member of our church now living in the New Forest. Kate said it was good to
put faces to old friends.

John Knott’s IT helpdesk in action. Meanwhile he was in telephone contact with his mother Joan, to
help her log in and activate her sound – which she finally did. We sang her a typically chaotic Happy
Birthday at the end of the service in case she had missed the professional version (Stephen Jones)
at the start. There were a lot of jealous queries about how Joan could look so well styled during
lockdown? The edited video of the Service is now on our website at:
https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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7th June Trinity Sunday
Another enjoyable service with up to 29 “log-in”. In Revd David Aplin’s talk and Sermon he shared
with us his understanding and conception of the Trinity (it being Trinity Sunday). Although he was
inclined to see all three elements as distinct persons, there was no hierarchy involved. David has
experienced the working of the Holy Spirit on numerous occasions.
A lot of chat from the usual suspects (including the phone-ins – hard to rein in their enthusiasm!).
Congratulations to those who manage their i-pads and computers with increasing assurance.
Good to see Noah in his Sunday best uniform

Women’s Observations about Men
Men who can eat anything they want and not gain weight should do it out of sight of their wives
Man is at his most useful when changing a flat tyre
Men like phones with lots of buttons. It makes them feel important
All men look stupid in black socks and sandals
Men who are not going bald seldom wear baseball caps
A good place to meet a man is the laundromat. They usually have jobs and are hygienically responsible

Men who have been in prison usually get up very early
Men’s old T-shirts make excellent ladies pyjamas

Remember, in winter, men are like portable heaters that snore
Men hate to shop. That’s why the men’s department is on the ground floor, two inches from the door

Men do cry, but only when assembling furniture from Ikea
If a man prepares dinner for you and the salad contains more than three types of lettuce, he is serious
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Fruit & Vegetable
Quiz
1. How an Aussie might describe a
British stone
2. Sounds like a doggie plant
3. Could be blighted
4. One for the teacher
5. Long for another fruit
6. Incentive
7. A coloured measure
8. Could be victorian
9. Bjorn Borg
10. Coffee or jelly
11. Make calls on this
12. Could this be Chinese
13. Person from the Southern
Hemisphere
14. In a fairy tale with Princess
15. Racket Game
16. Not so fast
17. Mrs Churchhill
18. Sounds like Two
19. Old Boy ........Off
20. An E.U. Shoot
21. The one on top
22. A condiment
23. Sounds cold (but isn’t)
24. A problem with your water
25. Sounds like a lot of space
26. Sort of Sugary Maize
27. One too many
28. It has many layers
29. People go on one of these
30. Blow one of these
Answers on page 12
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One Day ?
The virus attacks at random
And no one really knows why
Lots of people will recover
While others tragically die
Its victims are all haphazard
Some frail and some fighting fit,
We can’t control the virus
And care homes are badly hit
We salute unexpected heroes
Feel respect and admiration
For people like Captain Sir Tom
And their quiet determination.
We clap every week on a Thursday
Say thanks to doctors and nurses,
We also take time to applaud
Our other important key workers
Noting official guidelines
And social distancing measures
Disrupts our daily lives
And limits life’s little pleasures
There’s one good thing
That’s happened,
Many scientists have deduced
Planet Earth is getting cleaner
CO2 levels have reduced
People find themselves new hobbies
To engage and fill their time
Things they never would have done
Writing poems, I think, is mine.
We’re all confined to our quarters
Because of this horrible bug,
We can’t see our friends and families
Or give grandkids a longed for hug.
But one day things will get better
We’re human, we have to adapt,
And find a new way of living
For now we’ll just remain trapped.

Working at home but missing his
train jjourneys
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14th June - Zoom Service
This was Richard’s first full Zoom Service with us and he reflected on life during “Lockdown”.
The Bible reading Matthew 9 v 35à 10 v 8 sparked a comment on the difference between pity (GNB)
and compassion in Richard’s version which he felt was a more appropriate word. Jesus whilst
controversial, stood out by being a teacher, a prophet and a healer and for his compassion for the
crowds that followed him. When Jesus called together his Disciples and sent them out as his Apostles
it was with the same motivation – something that he felt carries over to us today as we share his
message with others.
Looking at the images in the “chat sessions”, the fact that they are fun comes over strongly. We are
surprised and pleased that so many of Tony’s African friends choose to join us – also friends of David
Aplin and some of our former members now living further away.
We love to have you lead our worship Richard – you make a lot of peoples day!

A seven year old son of a Minister was told by his mother that she wasn’t going to let him go to the
church picnic the next day because he’d misbehaved. But by morning she relented and said he
could go after all. He took the news so quietly that she said, “What’s the matter don’t you want to
go to the picnic?” He sighed, “It’s too late Mum, I’ve already prayed for rain.”
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Easter to Whitsun – then beyond!
Last month I took the period between Easter and Pentecost, or Whitsun, and followed what
happened to the Disciples over those ‘’between times’’. After a recap of Holy week then Easter Sunday
we developed the intermediate period up to Pentecost. In particular I followed Peter the man and noted
that he was very much ‘’an ordinary man’’ in spirit and manner, a fisherman by trade, making a living
on the waters of Lake Galilee (or Tiberius). We noted the change in a man who loved the Lord Jesus,
yet then denied ever having known him ‘’when the chips were down’. Have you ever ‘’been there’’?
After the Resurrection he was confused and wanted to go back to fishing, then at Pentecost he was
changed into the ‘spirit filled’ Disciple and Apostle. What happened next?
On the day of Pentecost the Holy Spirit came to all the disciples, all 11 of them, and filled them
with boldness and the gift of tongues. They were able to speak to ‘’all men’’ in their own language, so
that many people who were in Jerusalem were able to hear about Jesus and what had happened to Him
at the hands of the Jewish authorities. Peter gives a powerful speech and he ends with this statement
(chapter 2 vs 38 to 39). Peter said to them,
“Each one of you must turn away from your
sins and be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ,
so that your sins will be forgiven; and you will
receive God’s gift, the Holy Spirit.
For God’s promise was made to you and your
children, and to all who are far away - all
whom the Lord our God calls to himself.”
Thus a body of believers, a church, was formed. Notice the conditions, to first believe, then to confess
and ask for forgiveness, to be baptised (the sign of belief and commitment); then to be Spirit filled
follows and Assurance.
On another day we are told that Peter, together with John go to the Temple and heal a man.
Trouble follows in the Temple in that the authorities challenge the source of their power and their
authority to teach. A Council of the Temple leaders follows and Peter and John speak of the power of
the Spirit within them. The leaders ‘tell them off ’, tell them not to speak about the matter and release
them. The two disciples leave after making the declaration ‘’that we cannot stop speaking of what we ourselves have seen and heard’’.
They return to the larger group of friends and tell them of the outcome of the Council
deliberations and the believers are over-joyed. They give thanks in prayer and ask for boldness to
continue testifying to ‘‘what they had seen and heard’’ which the Holy Spirit confirms with an ‘’in-filling’’
similar to that first, mighty, one.
Until we re-read the account it is perhaps not so obvious that the Disciples and Apostles take
the ‘new faith‘to the Temple and to the Jewish people – not the world at large. This brings about the
‘’head-on’’ collision between the accepted Jewish tradition and the new found ‘’Covenant in my blood’’.
There is more trouble to follow with authority, this time with the Roman governors, the overseers
of the Roman Power. Imprisonment follows, a miraculous release at dead of night and repercussions
then follow. I leave the story at chapter 8 to follow Peter. I shall skip to chapter 10 missing out the
terrible killing of Stephen and the conversion of Saul to Paul - both important steps in themselves. We
next find Peter travelling about the province and telling the Jewish people about what ‘he had seen and
heard’. He arrives in Joppa, near Acre and on the coast.
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Continued from page 11
To rejoin the narrative, Peter is praying on the house roof when he has a vision. Do give it a
read; start at Chapter 10 vs 9. Two men from a Roman regiment are sent by Cornelius, their officer,
to bring Peter to talk with him, he too had had a vision. The read continues to verse 33 at which point
Peter realises the message that the angel has for him and it’s this;“I now realize that it is true that God treats
everyone on the same basis.
Those who fear him and do what is right are
acceptable to him, no matter what race they
belong to.
The message he sent to the people of Israel,
proclaiming the Good News of peace through Jesus Christ
The message was the wonderful truth that Salvation is for all –
that is for you and me! Peter is given the wider truth that the Good News is now for all, whereas in the
past the Good News had been given to Abraham and then the descendants of Abraham alone. They were
intended to follow it themselves and then to impart it to the ‘’Gentiles’’ as they became to understand
that God loved his creation, and mankind, and that in return they should love Him for his goodness
to them. Love should be the basis on which mankind lived and developed and their understanding of
God the Father evolved. This was the Covenant – the old covenant- between man and his God. This
first Covenant betwixt man and God ‘’that you shall love the Lord your God’’ led to the New Covenant
‘’in my blood’’ through the person of his son Jesus. Peter then takes this revelation to the church in
Jerusalem and the Good News goes truly world wide. This revelation thus confirmed what Paul had
been teaching and what he was soon to report to the Jerusalem church.
This Church News is the last one of the current ‘term’, our Summer Term. This last term has
been a somewhat bumpy one in that we have been thrown into disarray by an epidemic of corona virus.
When we reassemble in September as a corporate worshipping church we can start again with a new
fresh term. As a Church we shall be preparing for Advent and Christmas. As always He will be there
to welcome us and His Spirit will be with us – that’s the promise. Are you game to trust Him and trust
him totally?.
Are you ready to tell others of ‘’what you have seen and heard’’ at the feet of the Lord ?
I wish you a good summer, however you might spend it!
										Geoffrey Peterson
				

Answers to Fruit & Vegetable Quiz
1, Pomegranate. 2. Cauliflower . 3. Potato 4. Apple. 5. Pineapple. 6. Carrot. 7. Greengage.
8. Plum. 9. Swede. 10.. Bean. 11. Blackberry. 12. Mandarin. 13. Kiwi. 14. Pea. 15. Squash. .
16. Sloe. 17. Clementine. 18. Pear. 19. Mango. 20. Brussels. 21. Cherry. 22. Pepper.
23. Chilli. 24. Leek. 25. Mushroom. 26. Sweet corn. 27. Gooseberry. 28. Onion. 29. Date
30. Raspberry.
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17th June Zoom Service
Anne’s service today confronted us with a very difficult Bible passage – Matthew 10, vv 24 to 39.
Taking us into it gently, Anne started with triangles and plenty of visual aids, before we heard the
Bible reading and Anne’s thoughts on it, the latter using the theme of Love Triangles. Mostly used in
the context of two people in competition for the love of a third, who loves both, it was more difficult
to visualise in the context of love for Jesus and for one’s family. From Matthew, Jesus appears to
be demanding that we prioritise love for him above all others. Anne believes that our love for Jesus
(and God) enriches our love for our families and friends. So there is a priority, but not a competition.
The edited video is available on our website at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/

The Nursery School
After much preparation between the Church and the Nursery management, the Nursery announces that they will
re-open for nursery education, for what remains of the Summer Term, for two days commencing on Thursday
and Friday mornings, 2nd and 3rd, 9th and 10th, 16th and 17th July between 9am and 12.20pm. In addition there
will be a Leavers Assembly on the Monday morning 20th July following the end of the term.
All the appropriate signage, directional marking both inside and out, will be in place to ensure safe distancing
by all, children, parents and staff. Access will be achieved via the surrounding car park, access roads and paths,
to gain entrance to and exit from two points at the rear of the halls, the Alan Bray Hall and Tilbury Hall.
It is likely that there will be twenty children returning.
Whilst it is not clear as yet what the lockdown position will be in time for the commencement of the Autumn
Term in September, all planning for this Term will be based on that now arranged for what remains of the
Summer Term.

										Frank Palmer
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  KATOMBORA

United Church Zambia

This church in Zambia was opened in Sept 2016. It was built
with funds donated from members of PB URC.
The first maintenance painting has just been completed.
Through fundraising and donations, we are now helping children with their school fees.
You may wish to know that members of Potters Bar have donated £12,445 (including Darkes Fayre
and Community Day) during the past 4 years to these two projects. Thank you.
We have also provided some of the raised funds to an orphanage in Uganda
to assist with the salary of their 9 teachers. ( US $100 per teacher per month )
WHAT CAN WE DO NOW ? I have chosen two items for this month and hope that someone may
wish to make an offer for them. The highest bidder will have the item delivered to their house, by
arrangement, before the end of July. Please contact Tony Corfe (07973 516718) to register your
offer. Should you not wish to bid but instead make a donation that will be very acceptable.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Would anyone like to start
the bidding at £10
for either of these items?

	
  

2 bottles of Pinot Grigio 2019
Campanula from Hungary

Plastic Chess Set, folding board.
Made in the UK by the Corfes.
Happy to offer lessons. Good Rate.

Thank you for donations from previous months …. £120 has been sent to
Zambia to pay for school fees. And £100 has been sent to Uganda.
Total : £220 so far.
If you have any item which you think might be of interest to others
we could put it up for auction in the next magazine.
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21st June Zoom Service
We had 25 log-ins today. A great pleasure to have Tony Alderman to lead our worship – broadcasting
from the BBC (Barnet Broom Cupboard) after a spell “at Her Majesty’s Pleasure” in the Royal Free
Hospital.
Tony returned home with all body parts and his sense of humour intact and functioning. He enjoyed
his first meal at home - lamb and mint sauce - reflecting that he’d been looked after by a Mr Lamb
and a Ms Myint – taking us into “What’s in a name?”.
In answer to “What is a Christian?”, his theme for the week was welcome. Hospitality, however small
it might be, was a sign of God’s presence. It’s the welcome you give that marks you out as a Christian
and sometimes we in our churches forget the importance of making people welcome.
The edited service is on our website at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/

Thank you for coming to lead our
service again today Tony

It was good to see Kate Arnold again
who was a member of our church
many years ago.

Terrence Chiztu joined us again from
Cape Town - bringing a smile to Tony
Corfe’s face as he met him on a
Cruise.

Nigel Wick told us that Nora is in
Intensive Care and enjoying 3 portions
of ice cream each day.

It was also good to see
Bernadette once again.

I would like to mention that most of the editorial and all the photos of the Zoom Services
are provided by Robert Hillyard.

OPEN

	
  

PRAYER

FOR

An Elder is here at the church to

WELCOME YOU
From

on

Thursdays

10.30am to 3pm

Please visit with us

Our doors were opened last Thursday for anyone wishing to visit the church for
private prayer. David Ramsay welcomed during the morning session and Tony
Corfe was there for the afternoon. 5 members and friends visited for a few
minutes to have a quiet word with God in front of the cross. We all felt that the
experience was appreciated and look forward to welcoming any others who may
wish to be with us for the forthcoming Thursdays. No break for the summer.

Rhoda Ballantyne – 1937 to 2019
Church Member – 1956 to 2019
th

	
  

Thursday 9 July
	
  

~

2.30 pm

We shall plant a tree in memory of Rhoda
In the front grounds of the church.
Everyone is invited to attend with the appropriate social distance
	
  

Prayers will be said for Rhoda

